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Vedron Gold Inc. to Increase Interest in the Davidson-Tisdale Property to 51% 

 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada –  December 7

th
, 2005 – Vedron Gold Inc. (TSXV: VG), (FRANKFURT: VN3), is pleased 

to announce that on December 7th, 2005 it has entered into a letter of Intent (the “Letter”) with Laurion Gold Inc. 
(“Laurion”) with respect to further amending the property option agreement between Vedron and Laurion, previously 
amended and announced on February 17, 2005. The option agreement pertains to the Davidson Tisdale Property (the 
“Property”), which is owned by Laurion and in which Vedron has the option to earn a 60% interest by spending $5 
million over 5 years, to March 14, 2008.  The Davidson Tisdale Property has been under option to Vedron since March 
14, 2003 and is comprised of 6 claims having an area of 145 hectares. Vedron has carried out $1,100,000 in exploration 
work on the property and has consequently earned an 11% interest in the property prior to this announcement. 
 
In the Letter of Intent, Laurion and Vedron agreed to enter into an amended option agreement within the coming weeks 
(the “2006 Option Agreement”).  Pursuant to the terms of the 2006 Option Agreement, Vedron will have the option to 
accelerate earning an additional 40% interest in the Property, bringing its interest to 51%, at any time prior to December 
31, 2005, by making the following payments and deliveries to Laurion: (a) a cash payment to Laurion in the amount of 
$200,000; (b) issuing 600,000 Vedron Shares to Laurion; (c) issuing a convertible promissory note to Laurion in the 
principal amount of $200,000 bearing interest at 6% and due on July 31, 2006; and (d) surrendering to Laurion 15,400,000 
Laurion Shares.  In addition, Vedron will have the option of earning an additional 9% interest in the Property by spending 
an additional $1,000,000 in exploration work on the Property by March 14, 2008. 
 
In order to meet the requirements for the acceleration of Vedron’s interest to 51% in the Davidson Tisdale Property, 
Vedron intends to enter into share exchange agreements with up to five current shareholders of Laurion pursuant to which 
Vedron can acquire 12,600,000 Laurion common shares in exchange for an estimated 5,478,261 common shares of 
Vedron.  It is anticipated that the Laurion common shares acquired, combined with the 2,800,000 Laurion common shares 
currently held by Vedron, will enable Vedron to return a total of 15,400,000 common shares to Laurion for cancellation 
under the 2006 Option Agreement.  
 
 
 
 
The transactions are subject to, among other things, Laurion and Vedron entering into a definitive 2006 Option Agreement 
and the approval of the TSX Venture Exchange. 
 
Vedron Gold Inc. is a gold exploration and Development Company with properties located in Timmins,Ontario,Canada. 
 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT: 

 

Tom Meredith  

President, Vedron Gold Inc. 

Tel: 416 368 0099    

Website: www.vedron.com 
 

 

The TSX Venture Exchange has neither approved nor disapproved the information contained herein and does not 

accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. 

 

 


